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 Why Do We Still
 Read Homer?

 ANDREW SZEGEDY-MASZAK

 a professor of classical studies. Today, when the field's very name
 seems to be accompanied by a puff of dust and the soft rustle of old
 books falling apart, it can be difficult to recapture how important

 the classics once were in higher education and in the culture at large. At
 the beginning of this century, the great Cambridge scholar F. M. Cornford
 reflected on the enduring allure of Greek and Roman antiquity: "The
 ancient classics resemble the universe. They are always there, and they are
 very much the same as ever. But as the philosophy of every new age puts a
 fresh construction on the universe, so in the classics scholarship finds a
 perennial object for ever fresh and original interpretation."

 I find Cornford's remarks both touching and heartening, even though
 the social and academic context within which he wrote was so vastly
 different from our own. In 1903, despite some major university reforms,
 classical antiquity still served as the matrix within which leading intellec-
 tuals could debate the most urgent issues of their own time. Whether the
 topic at hand was the extension of democracy, or women's rights, or the
 definition of virtue in civil society, or the ennobling - or destructive - effects
 of art, classical antecedents and allusions were deployed to reinforce the
 argument. William Ewart Gladstone, to choose an exceptional example,
 was not only one of the most powerful and energetic politicians in the
 Victorian world but also the author of numerous articles and four books on

 Homer, one of which - Studies on Homer - weighs in at three volumes and
 almost seventeen hundred pages. As Richard Jenkyns has noted, Homer and
 politics were very closely associated in Gladstone's life. For instance, while

 ^^ Andrew Szegedy-Maszak is Professor of Classical Studies and Jane A. Seney Professor
 of Greek at Wesleyan University.
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 Gladstone was writing one section of Studies on Homer, he was campaign-
 ing in Parliament against the Divorce Bill, so in that chapter he empha-
 sized the absence of divorce in Homeric society. In this regard, Gladstone
 was unique only in the prominence of his position and the intensity of his
 dedication. No matter what profession a student was preparing for, he or
 she was expected to have some acquaintance with the classics.
 Francis Cornford himself was a source for much fresh and original

 interpretation, especially of Thucydides and Plato. Brilliant as he was, he
 could not, of course, foresee the devastation of World War I, which broke
 out almost exactly a decade after he delivered the address from which I
 have quoted. I do not mean to be flippant about the horrible sufferings
 entailed by that war when I say that one of its casualties was the secure
 primacy of classical studies. From its active position at the center of intellec-
 tual life, our discipline was moved to a kind of honorable semi-retirement.
 This does not mean, however, that it has gone dormant. As Cornford

 observed, fresh and original interpretation keeps the field alive. In fact,
 we are now in the middle of an oddly extensive revival of popular interest
 in classical studies. A few years ago NBC produced a two-night Odyssey
 extravaganza. The program's Web site did give credit where credit is due;
 I quote verbatim:

 Time & dates: Sunday and Monday, May 18 & 19, 1997 (9-11 p.m.
 ET) on NBC

 Executive producers: Francis Ford Coppola, Fred Fuchs, Robert Halmi Sr.
 and Nicholas Meyer

 Producer: Dyson Lovell
 Teleplay by: Andrei Konchalovsky and Christopher Solimine
 Based on the epic poem by: Homer

 So far, so good, but to indicate the level at which this entire enterprise
 was pitched, I might cite a question from the network's Odyssey trivia quiz:

 Where is the Parthenon located?

 • Troy
 • Rome

 • Athens

 • Ithaca

 The correct answer could win you a prize.
 The NBC Odyssey turned out to be an embarrassing mess, reducing

 Homer's wonderful saga to an incoherent series of dopey or hysterical
 episodes. Disney's Hercules was far more entertaining. The plot, pure
 Disney, has Hercules grow out of adolescent clumsiness into full hero-
 hood, complete with triumph over the cheerfully malevolent Hades and
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 romance with the winsome Megara. The radio and TV ads featured a
 perky jingle whose refrain was "Who put the glad in gladiator? Hercules!" I
 must admit that I was mildly disappointed that the cartoon did not in-
 clude the part of the myth in which Hercules goes berserk and murders
 his wife and children. That probably would have taken too much of the
 glad out of gladiator for family viewing.

 Speaking of gladiators, I did not see the recent sword-and-sandal
 blockbuster, but my classicist colleagues spent a lot of time and band-
 width debating it on various on-line discussion groups. They seemed
 evenly split between those who cheerfully asserted that we should ap-
 plaud anything that draws public attention to our little corner of aca-
 deme and those who gloomily decried the film's historical inaccuracies. It
 is easy and amusing to make fun of such obviously giddy commercial
 excess, like the film's virtual-reality version of the ancient Roman
 cityscape in which, some claim, the dome of St. Peter's is clearly visible.
 Nonetheless, in this instance I tend to agree with the more optimistic
 faction. I do not think that "popular culture" is necessarily a contradic-
 tion in terms, and if Gladiatoria kindled some interest in Roman history,
 so much the better.

 Classical studies, however, have also been playing a more serious role in
 contemporary culture. It is striking, for example, that within a few months
 of its publication in 1996, Robert Fagles's brilliant new translation of the
 Odyssey became a bona fide best-seller. When Fagles came to read at
 Wesleyan, where I teach, he was greeted by an overflowing and hugely
 enthusiastic audience, many of whose members were carrying his book.
 As a rough-and-ready gauge of this translation's continuing popularity, an
 Amazon.com ranking last autumn put the paperback edition of Fagles's
 Odyssey at 3,470 out of a possible several hundred thousand; for compari-
 son, Anita Diamant's biblical novel The Red Tent occupied the number one
 spot among paperbacks, while Charles Frazier's superb novel Cold Moun-
 tain, structured on the Odyssey, was at 6,728. That's not bad for Homer.

 I would like to use the Odyssey - Homer's epic poem, not the TV
 show - as a kind of test case for some consideration of where classical studies

 stand today. For a few specific topics, I will choose a representative older
 approach and then sketch the modern version thereof. I am a historian, not
 a Homeric scholar, so what follows is necessarily selective and partial and
 quite broad-brush - but not, I hope, distorting. I hope it will also give
 some idea of why we still read Homer.

 the nineteenth century, there was a pervasive belief that the Ho-
 meric poems were fundamentally historical documents. In the words

 of the historian Frank Turner, "Every significant Victorian commentator
 believed that in describing and criticizing Homeric characters, religion or
 society, he was dealing either with events that had actually occurred or
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 with a society that had actually existed." The belief in the historicity of
 Homer, which actually had strong roots in the eighteenth century, was
 given a tremendous boost by Heinrich Schliemann 's discoveries in Troy
 and Mycenae. Schliemann had made his fortune in business by 1870,
 when his love of the Homeric epics and his conviction that they were
 "true" led him to excavate in northwest Turkey, at the site he identified as
 Troy. Schliemann found there a walled city, copious Bronze Age artifacts,
 and a burnt stratum that corresponded chronologically with the most
 widely accepted date for Homer's Trojan War. His finds were the subject
 of intense public interest and spectacular publicity, which were enhanced
 still further a few years later when Schliemann made another strike at
 another revered ancient site, Mycenae. One of the epithets applied to
 Mycenae in the Homeric poems is "rich in gold," and the description
 seemed amply verified by Schliemann's finds. The hilltop citadel yielded
 weapons and gold treasure in abundance. When he saw one of the
 funerary masks his workers had uncovered, Schliemann is said to have
 exclaimed, "I have looked on the face of Agamemnon."

 Schliemann was the most famous - and most successful - follower in

 the longstanding tradition of travelers who relied on the geographical
 and topographic specificity of the Homeric epics for both inspiration and
 information. Again and again in the travel narratives from the period, we
 find the aesthetic swoon exemplified in the remark that "the Iliad has
 new beauty on the banks of Scamander." Lord Byron had spent some
 time in the Troad in the early part of the century and opined of the
 Homeric epic, "I venerated the grand original as the truth of history . . .
 and the truth of place; otherwise it would have given me no delight." The
 whole nineteenth-century approach, then, was geared toward the extrac-
 tion of historical nuggets from epic ore. For such purposes the Iliad was
 good, but the Odyssey, with its plethora of place names and its vivid and
 detailed descriptions, was even better. The brilliant American photogra-
 pher William James Stillman, for example, hired a small ship in 1886 and
 embarked on a two-month voyage intended to be - and eventually written
 up as - "On the Track of Ulysses." Stillman 's record of his cruise empha-
 sizes the reality of such locations as the island of Ithaca and even Scylla
 and Charybdis, identified as the Straits of Messina. Homer, it was clear,
 had traveled widely around the Mediterranean.

 Our own pursuit of the track of Ulysses is very different from that of
 our nineteenth-century predecessors. It is not too strong to say that a
 revolution in our understanding of the Homeric world occurred in 1954
 with the publication of a little book by Moses Finley. Although its title, The
 World of Odysseus, would not have been out of place in a Victorian cata-
 logue, Finley used economic and anthropological methods to examine
 the structures that underlay Homeric society. In summarizing the premise
 that guided his work, he stated, "Essentially the picture offered by the
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 poems of the society and its system of values is a coherent one." Finley
 was a Marxist (red-baited out of a tenured position at Rutgers during the
 McCarthy years), as well as an expert on the ancient economy; but his
 method is anything but doctrinaire as he analyzes kinship relations, sta-
 tus and wealth, and the ethical and religious values that inform the
 Homeric poems. His scholarship was not aimed at weighing the truth or
 falsehood of every "factual" statement - Is there really a wide-mouthed
 cave near the beach at Ithaca? Did chariots have one or two axles? - but

 at seeking the details of Homeric narrative information about society and
 ideology.

 The picture that emerges is, as Finley said, coherent; but of course
 that does not mean that it is simple or unitary. We find a social system
 based on small groups, led by a warrior elite, the heroes, who control the
 best lands and possess the most impressive luxury goods. Beneath them
 are multiple levels of kin and retainers, whose positions are defined by
 their relations to the leader and reinforced by an elaborate social proto-
 col. Among the heroes, there exists as well a complicated set of competi-
 tive and cooperative practices, ranging from warfare and athletic contests
 to intermarriage to gift giving and the ritual extension and acceptance of
 hospitality (xenia). Earlier scholars, including Gladstone, had noted the
 existence of such customs, but Finley brought them together in a new
 synthesis. He showed that Homeric society was neither pure fantasy, a
 mythic never-never land, nor pure sunbaked Mycenaean reality, but a
 recreation of old stories in a world whose main features the poet's audi-
 ence would have recognized as its own. Finley, moreover, never lost sight
 of why we still read Homer: "the pre-eminence of Homer lies in the scale
 on which he worked; in the elegance and structural coherence of his
 complex narrative, in the virtuosity with which he varied the repeated
 typical scenes; in his feeling for tone and tempo ... in short, in the
 freshness with which he both invented and manipulated what he had
 inherited." This is not a bad summary of Finley's own achievement.

 While the analysis of Homeric values and society remains a rich area
 for scholarly investigation, it also continues to accompany what we would
 think of as more strictly literary criticism. In 1962 Robert Fagles co-edited
 a collection of critical essays, stories, and poems on Homer. The essays
 include such acknowledged classics as Erich Auerbach's study of Homeric
 narrative technique, "The Scar of Odysseus." In the scene that gives the
 essay its title, Penelope has ordered the old servant Eurykleia to wash the
 feet of her husband, who is still disguised as a beggar. As Eurykleia sets
 about her work, she sees on Odysseus's thigh a scar, inflicted long ago by
 a wild boar. The narrative jumps immediately to an account of the boar
 hunt, and then just as quickly back to the royal chambers, where
 Eurykleia starts to cry out in joy until Odysseus clamps his hand around
 her throat, forbidding her to speak. Auerbach uses this little episode as
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 the basis for a discussion of Homeric narrative time, which, he argues, is a
 constant and vivid present. Fagles's anthology also contains some excel-
 lent examples of the old New Criticism, where close reading is used to
 establish patterns of image, symbol, and metaphor. I do not wish to dispar-
 age such approaches, for many of these essays, like Auerbach's, have
 become classics in their own right and are still referred to with respect.
 Since the 1960s, when the bibliography in Homeric scholarship was

 already huge, it has grown exponentially, with hundreds of books and
 thousands of articles. Critical methodology has passed through feminism,
 structuralism, post-structuralism, deconstruction, new historicism, and
 post-colonialism. Again, a minute example will have to stand in for the
 whole. In 1996, Princeton University Press published a volume called
 Reading the Odyssey: Select Interpretive Essays. The editor, Seth Schein, states
 in his preface what the collection intends to do: "The ten contributions
 reflect five major interpretive concerns of modern Odyssey scholarship:
 the poem's programmatic representation of social and religious institu-
 tions and values [one can hear the influence of Finley here] ; its transfor-
 mation of folktales and traditional stories into epic adventures; its repre-
 sentation of gender roles and, in particular, of Penelope; its narrative
 strategies and form; and its relation to the Iliad, especially to that epic's
 distinctive conception of heroism."

 people know about the Odyssey's adventure books, in which
 Odysseus encounters the Cyclops, the Sirens, and Circe and makes

 his way down to and back from the underworld. These stories are so
 familiar that it would seem that little new could be said about them. What

 about Polyphemus, the massive, one-eyed, solitary, sheepherding, canni-
 balistic giant? In the nineteenth century, as Richard Jenkyns has pointed
 out, Trollope's character Josiah Crawley found parallels between the Cy-
 clops story and that of Samson: "It is the same story. Great power reduced
 to impotence, great glory to misery, by the hand of fate, - Necessity, as the
 Greeks called her; the goddess that will not be shunned." In other words,
 Polyphemus is a tragic hero, and his tale a moral fable. He has also been
 allegorized as an embodiment of unrestrained violence and appetite,
 whose brutality is brutally punished and psychologized as the baser im-
 pulses within us all. His blinding has been equated with castration. On
 the other side, some have seen the Cyclops as a noble savage whose idyllic
 life is disrupted by the meddlesome intrusion of Odysseus and his crew.
 Polyphemus may be all that and is certainly more besides.

 Working on the foundation laid by Finley - who noted the Cyclopes'
 lack of agriculture, assembly, and formalized hospitality - the French scholar
 Pierre Vidal-Naquet has used the Polyphemus episode as a central ele-
 ment in his analysis of land and sacrifice in the Odyssey. A puzzling epithet
 applied to the Cyclops is that "he does not eat bread." Vidal-Naquet
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 explains that this means that Cyclopes do not engage in agricultural labor
 but instead are purely pastoral. A significant corollary is that they do not
 perform sacrifice: "The Cyclopes have no regard for Zeus or for the
 blessed gods," boasts Polyphemus. For Homer's Greek audience, Vidal-
 Naquet argues, the absence of these two cultural practices - working the
 land and performing sacrifice - marks the Cyclops as non-human, even
 more than do his great size and monstrous appearance. Polyphemus's
 cannibalism is also a direct parallel to his species' non-participation in
 agriculture. Unlike human beings, he does not even use fire to cook his
 food. Vidal-Naquet has made excellent use of some of the methods of
 structuralism and anthropology to illuminate what he calls "religious and
 mythical meanings." By observing the presence, or absence, of agricul-
 ture and sacrifice, one can chart Odysseus's transition from the recogniz-
 ably human world to the utterly fantastic.

 The other figure most people recall from the Odyssey is, of course,
 Penelope. In the traditional view, she is passive, powerless, and unques-
 tionably faithful. Although attractive and admittedly clever, as shown by
 her stratagem to keep the suitors at bay by weaving and unraveling the
 shroud for her father-in-law, she is one-dimensional. In his 1886 Introduc-
 tion to Homer, R. C. Jebb, like most of his contemporaries, had little to say
 about her: "Penelope [is] loyal under long trial to her long-absent lord";
 she and Odysseus evince "a pure and tender conception of conjugal
 affection." And that's about it. As recently as the 1950s, she could be
 described as "little more than a convenient 'mythologically available
 character.' "

 Now, however, we have acquired an appreciation of Penelope's control
 over her own place and her own plot. It has long been recognized that
 she is a match for her wandering mate in cunning intelligence - culmi-
 nating in her tricking him into revealing his identity - as well as in her
 ability to control her expressions of emotion. After all, much of the
 Odyssey depends on dissimulation, on not letting your enemies, or even
 your friends, know your identity or your intentions. One scholar has
 drawn a persuasive comparison between social life in the Odyssey and
 modern village life in Greece, where distraction or outright deception is
 the principal means of maintaining one's privacy.

 Taking their cue from the manifest content of the story, contemporary
 critics have also come to emphasize the openness of the Odyssey, its narra-
 tive indeterminacy, in which Penelope's character plays a key role. Within
 the first thirty-five lines of Book One, we hear of the starkest contrast to a
 husband's happy homecoming: the murder of Odysseus's comrade-in-
 arms Agamemnon by his wife Clytemnestra. This story keeps reappearing
 throughout the poem and serves, continuously, as a potent counter-
 example and an open possibility. When Odysseus goes to Hades, the
 shade of Agamemnon warns him, "There is no trusting in women." In the
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 new evaluation of Penelope, she is much more independent and much
 shiftier than she was before.

 In one scene, for example, she adorns herself, appears before the
 suitors, and solicits gifts from them, with the implicit promise that she will
 marry whoever proves himself most generous. Homer tells us only that as
 Odysseus observes her in action, he is silently delighted, admiring her
 guile: "luring gifts from her suitors now, / enchanting their hearts with
 suave seductive words / but all the while with something else in mind."
 Such modern critics as Marilyn Katz, Sheila Murnaghan, and Nancy
 Felson have shown that we do not have to accept Odysseus's self-serving
 interpretation of his wife's behavior. Similarly, it is Penelope who insti-
 gates the climactic archery contest in Book Nineteen. Although we know
 that this challenge will lead directly to the slaughter of the suitors and
 Odysseus's restoration as lord of his household, we must now acknowl-
 edge, as Schein says, that Penelope proposes the test "in full preparation
 for her imminent marriage to one of her wooers." More broadly, then, we
 the audience are sure about what the outcome of Odysseus's return will
 be; yet the poem itself keeps presenting the tantalizing possibility that
 Penelope will decide that she's waited long enough, finish weaving the
 shroud, choose a successor husband, and, as a last resort, send Odysseus
 back to Hades, this time for good. In these new views of Penelope, we
 seem to have lost the perfect moral exemplar, the paragon of womanly
 virtue. But I would argue that what we have lost in uplift we have more
 than made up for in interest and complexity. Her recurrent epithet,
 "thoughtful Penelope," has acquired a whole new spectrum of meanings.

 from robbing the Odyssey of its authority, these various interpretive
 approaches seem to me to confirm the epic's amazing density and

 sheer staying power. Not everyone agrees. In 1998, two classicists, Victor
 Davis Hanson and John Heath, made a splash with a book called Who
 Killed Homer? Its subtitle contains the authors' central message: "The
 Demise of Classical Education and the Recovery of Greek Values." Briefly,
 the authors contend that classical studies have suffered their drastic de-

 cline in enrollment and influence principally because of classicists. Re-
 serving their fiercest fire for their academic colleagues, Hanson and
 Heath argue that classical scholars have abandoned the championing of
 "Greek values." H&H, as they have come to be known, summarize such
 "underlying cultural assumptions" in the form of seven principles: the
 separation of science and philosophy from religious and political author-
 ity (along with religion's separation from and subordination to political
 authority) , civilian control of military power, constitutional and consen-
 sual government, faith in the average citizen, protection of private prop-
 erty from government interference, and the protection of dissent and con-
 stant questioning. In place of "Greek wisdom," claim H&H, modern
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 professors have substituted self-promoting careerism, needlessly obscure
 and jargon-laden scholarship, and a rigidly exclusive (i.e., politically cor-
 rect) agenda brewed out of multiculturalism, feminism, and literary
 theory.

 As in the TV Odyssey and Disney's Hercules, one can certainly find
 instances of risible excess in modern scholarship, and Hanson and Heath
 have some nasty fun with it. One of the passages they quote will suffice:
 "If ... a female critic accepts Odysseus' invitation to see herself, like Arete
 or Penelope, as an honored member of the audience for his story, she
 runs the risk of ignoring the link between this honor and an insidious
 class privilege that isolates her from other groups of women." This can
 only mean that a scholar who is a woman must not allow herself to enjoy
 Odysseus's stories uncritically, because she will then be colluding in a
 system that oppresses women. The warning seems to me to denigrate the
 very scholars it is meant to protect. Unnecessary as such an injunction
 may be, at least it is expressed in understandable language. Some other
 contemporary writing on classics is so theoretically sophisticated, and
 therefore arcane, that it is accessible only to a small band of initiates.

 Still, these shots are easy when the targets are cardboard cutouts. In
 their relentlessly negative polemic, H&H misrepresent much contempo-
 rary scholarship and ignore much of what is best and most influential.
 They do not so much as mention a group of French scholars, including
 Vidal-Naquet, whose work has given a new direction and energy to Greek
 studies. It is true that within classical studies there are careerism and self-

 promotion, and they should not be rewarded; that we have to be more
 scrupulous in balancing professionalism and pedagogy; that there are
 fads and fashions in scholarship, as in almost anything else. As for these
 last, however, I do not share H&H's alarm and disdain, because I have
 great faith in the filtering power of time. The analyses that are merely
 trendy will go the way of yesterday's polyester leisure suit and today's
 promiscuous tattoos and body piercings; they will be slightly embarrass-
 ing footnotes in the history of the discipline. The work that makes a
 genuine, enduring contribution will continue to be read and used. To
 return to another of our earlier examples, Finley's World of Odysseus was
 published almost fifty years ago, and many of its conclusions have been
 refined or even superseded; yet it is still in print, still being assigned to
 students, still being referred to by scholars.

 MacNeice, who was for a time a professor of classics, was also a
 brilliant poet, and in a long autobiographical poem called "Autumn

 Journal" he writes about the approaching college term and the prospect
 of acting once again as "impresario of the Ancient Greeks." With rueful
 but sharp-edged humor, he etches the standard outline of why studying
 classics is good for you:
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 The Glory that was Greece: put it in a syllabus, grade it
 Page by page

 To train the mind or even to point a moral
 For the present age:

 Models of logic and lucidity, dignity, sanity,
 The golden mean between opposing ills . . .

 So the humanist in his room with Jacobean panels
 Chewing his pipe and looking on a lazy quad

 Chops the Ancient World to turn a sermon
 To the greater glory of God.

 If you think about it, this is not too far from the underlying justification
 propelling Who Killed Homer? But MacNeice finds the traditional views
 unsatisfactory:

 But I can do nothing so useful or so simple;
 These dead are dead

 And when I should remember the paragons of Hellas
 I think instead

 Of the crooks, the adventurers, the opportunists,
 The careless athletes and the fancy boys,

 The hair-splitters, the pedants, the hard-boiled skeptics
 And the Agora and the noise

 Of the demagogues and the quacks; and the women pouring
 Libations over graves

 And the trimmers at Delphi and the dummies at Sparta and lastly
 I think of the slaves.

 And how one can imagine oneself among them
 I do not know;

 It was all so unimaginably different
 And all so long ago.

 While we no longer look to Homer for direct moral or religious in-
 struction, reading the epics allows (or requires) us to make a powerful
 effort of the intellect and the imagination to comprehend his society and
 its values. I know from my own experience of working with students that
 Homer still engages their attention. After all, lest we forget, the epics are
 great stories; they afford a pleasure more enduring than do enjoyable but
 ephemeral pop entertainments. I believe that one of the most important
 things we teachers can do for our students is to engage them in that
 pleasure and help them to see how these stories reflect the lives of real
 people, even in a world "so unimaginably different /And all so long ago."

 It is striking that there continue to be such substantial changes in the
 way we see the ancient world, even though our core texts have remained
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 the same for centuries. Just as in the Odyssey the blood of a sacrificed bull
 enables the ghosts in Hades to speak, our own ideas, as scholars and
 students, provide "blood for the ghosts" of antiquity. As Francis Cornford
 so eloquently declared, new theoretical approaches and new analytic
 methods offer "fresh and original interpretation." They keep reviving the
 old texts, making them speak to new generations.

 In many ways, then, reading Homer embodies what I find most inter-
 esting and appealing about classical studies or, more broadly, about lib-
 eral education. It necessarily combines tradition and innovation, disci-
 pline and experimentation, and so one of the most important benefits
 that it can give us, if we attend to it, is versatility. It therefore offers a more
 extensive set of comparisons and metaphors than a more narrowly fo-
 cused pre-professional training can. In the world of work and civic re-
 sponsibility in which we live, and which our students are going to enter,
 access to such a broad range of approaches ideally allows for an equally
 broad range of creative responses to problems. If, like Odysseus, we
 "learn the minds of many people," we can become "skilled in all ways of
 contending." That is not a bad functional definition of liberal learning,
 and it is a partial but significant warrant for continuing to read Homer
 throughout the twenty-first century and beyond.
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